ZORAN PERIN

front-end web developer
KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

RELEVANT
WORK EXPERIENCE

13+ years in front-end/back-end web development & design
HTML (in depth)
CSS (SASS/SCSS, PostCSS) + BEM, SMACSS, OOCSS
JavaScript (Vue, jQuery, Ractive)
Cross-browser optimization
Responsive design & mobile devices optimization
GIT & SVN
Gulp, Webpack
PHP & MySQL
Wordpress
Linux, Apache, Nginx
UI/UX, Usability & Accessibility
Wire framing & Prototyping
Proficient English language knowledge (written and verbal)
2015-present
Senior front-end web / full-stack developer at Presta, Belgrade
2010-2014
Senior front-end web developer at Spoiled Milk, Belgrade
2009-2010
Freelance web designer & web developer
2008-2009
Web designer & front-end developer at Alezzo
2005-2008
Freelance designer & front-end web developer

ABOUT

I don't have a typical developer's background or formal IT education, but my interest in web
development dates back in 2004 when I typed very first line of HTML code and fell in love immediately.
After a few years of learning, I became very skilled in HTML/CSS, as well in web design. Also, I was always
fascinated with back-end development, so I learned a lot of PHP, MySQL, and Ajax, since I needed it for
many projects.
Nowadays, I'm mainly working with HTML, CSS, JavaScript, trying to explore all of HTML5 and CSS3
features, as well as incorporating modern JS while making sites optimized for mobile devices. I like to
play around with micro animations and transitions and make a beautiful interface.
I have huge experience with UI/UX and excellent understanding of grid systems, as well as cross-browser
and cross-devices optimization. Last few years I’m totally into SASS and experimenting with
methodologies like BEM, SMACSS, OOCSS, etc. I’m very interested in design trends, color psychology,
and typography and telling designers that they got it wrong.
Aside front-end (which is obviously my biggest passion) I like to dig to the back-end, so writing PHP, or
designing a database is not a strange thing to me. In fact, I worked on hundreds of projects where I
wrote PHP. Nowadays I’m pretty interested in writing API for JavaScript (preferably Vue JS) applications.
I’m very passionate, dedicated and focused on work because I believe that working hard is a very
honorable thing and one of the greatest achievement in man's life. I'm a reliable, motivated and hardworking man whose main goal is to always deliver the best. Saying that my motivation is not money itself
but the quality of the work. I have huge respect to employer and clients and expect the same from them.
Besides web development, I'm very interested in music (I'm playing in a metal band), traveling, writing,
and reading, physics, astronomy, psychology, anthropology, and philosophy.

CONTACT DETAILS

email: perinzoran@gmail.com
phone: +381 64 666 49 26
web:
https://zoranperin.com

